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“Being in the Vortex Spiritually” Daily Practices 
Nathan Main – Ninth Level Adept,  

Energy Transformationalist 
 
 

I am a Ninth Level Adept Energy Transformationalist, working with 
Infinite Spirit Consciousness. My mission in life is in serving Spirit and 
Humankind, facilitating energetic clearing of human programming, 
removing ego-based / generated resistance, inhibitions, judgments, 
doubts, fears and countless filters that have humanity stuck in limited 
consciousness. I love what I do and am passionate about making a 
difference for those who are ready to shift, transform and transcend 
beliefs, their attachment to beliefs and belief systems.  
 
This package contains materials that I recommend we use everyday. 
Doing so ensures: a positive outlook, a higher vibrational frequency, 
and that we stay in the Vortex, helping us achieve our dreams, desires 
and intentions. 
 
These are the same materials we use in our online Vortex Circle’s 
weekly calls. Using these materials is very powerful when combined 
with group energy. If you’d like to join us, please contact me to receive 
an invitation. 
 
These materials are Divinely inspired by Infinite Spirit Consciousness 
and form the foundation that sustains the transformation I have worked 
with thousands of people to achieve. We accomplish our desires when 
we are in wholeness with Spirit. 
 

Nathan Main, Ninth Level Adept Energy Transformationalist 
"Helping folks liberate and empower themselves." 

http://transformationnathan.com 
transformationnathan@gmail.com 

(505) 340-9866 
 

Sign up for the weekly Vortex Circle calls on my website 
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Being in the Vortex Spiritually 
 
 
Allow yourself to be in the Vortex Energy, generating, attracting, and 
manifesting good in your life. 
  
The thoughts, feelings and positive attitude we choose to express and 
demonstrate have everything to do with how high our Vibrational 
frequency is resonating and what we are attracting into our world. 
  
The proclamations we speak, intend and demonstrate every day in 
communion with Spirit, help us reach and attain of higher Vibrational 
Frequency Resonance. This is what brings about miracles, blessings, 
healing, transformation, awakening, manifestation and Divine 
opportunities of greater good into one’s life, experience, and reality. 
 
  
Practice saying out loud to Infinite Spirit Consciousness and your Divine 
Presence, how grateful you are for the infinite blessings you enjoy and 
realize every day throughout the day. 
  
When you are doing chores around the house or driving in your vehicle, 
make up gratitude sayings, and proclamations for what you are 
choosing for yourself. State them out loud throughout the day. Make 
note cards with your favorite proclamations as a reminder to state your 
proclamations and express gratitude. Utilize this same time to work 
with your power codes as well. 
  
 
Remember, the more you express gratitude and elation for everything, 
the higher your Vibrational Frequency.  As you consistently maintain a 
high Vibrational Frequency the greater light you radiate, thus the more 
vibrant is your attraction factor and the more receptive you are to 
infinite good and possibility. 
 
 
The more consistent you maintain the Vortex Energy around yourself 
the fewer obstacles you will have in achieving your desires. Your state 
of mind is peaceful and relaxed and your vibrational frequency is now in 
alignment with your desires. 
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You may slip in and out of the Vortex Energy regularly until you 
accumulate sufficient momentum. This is why it takes concerted effort 
to remain in that state. Our weekly online Vortex calls are an 
opportunity to get into the Vortex Energy and stay there. Then if you 
utilize the Vortex materials on your own during the week you can stay 
in the Vortex Energy and eventually on your High Flying Disk. 
 
As you state the proclamations on pages nine through thirteen notice 
how you feel and react. If you feel a dissonance or if you feel 
uncomfortable, then notice what you are saying when that happens. 
These feelings are an indication of where you need to put your attention 
to bring your frequency into alignment with your desires. These are 
excellent opportunities to do deep clearing work with me! 
  
 
The Daily Practices, are not enough however, you also need to work on 
clearing solidified beliefs, assumptions, conclusions and in clearing old 
perceptions, commitments, vows, contracts etc.  You have been 
creating your life experiences as the playwright of your life script 
throughout eternity.  When you take one hundred percent responsibility 
for everything you have ever experienced; that gives you the power 
and knowing that you can create your reality as you would have it.  By 
working with me, that process can be speeded up considerably. 

 
The clearing work I do by appointment is designed to remove the 
blocks, conscious and unconscious, that are interfering with a clear and 
harmonious vibrational field that is in alignment with your desires.  Your 
thought patterns and your lifestyle can also impact your ability to stay 
in the vortex.  By doing the Daily Practices you can make a huge 
difference in your thought patterns and vibrational frequency.  These 
practices will help tremendously in keeping you in the vortex.   
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Beliefs 
 

 
“Beliefs are not the way in which Divine Intelligence functions,  
yet are the way the human ego functions.” 

Greetings fellow Spiritual Beings, allow me to share my thoughts with 
you, pertaining to beliefs.  

 

Consider that a belief is an opinion with an emotional charge on it. It 
can also be a conviction about something you do not know. Beliefs are a 
product of the ego-mind. Aside from believing in a virtue, ideal, 
principle, ourselves, others or a particular cause, beliefs are not about 
possibility. Beliefs create a matrix of constructs that energetically 
disallow possibility. They act as a virus upon Humankind, which hinders, 
stifles and diminishes our Being. These beliefs keep us from realizing 
who we truly are.  

Beliefs are the obstacles that stand in the way of our innate knowing. 
The more we release our solidified perceptions, programming, making 
assumptions and drawing conclusions, the easier it will be to release our 
attachments to our beliefs. As we release the habit of creating beliefs 
our infinite knowing is able to surface, then we are able to live in infinite 
possibility.  

We are infinite and Divine Light Beings, having a human experience.  

We come from light and we return to light. In our true Light Being 
status we are free of beliefs. Infinite Spirit Consciousness is not about 
beliefs, rather it is about infinite possibility. 

 

For Humankind to live in absolute possibility -to ascend to the fourth, 
fifth or higher dimensions or achieve physical immortality- we must first 
give up our attachment to solidifying perceptions, conditional 
programing, as well as our false virtues of beliefs, period. We must 
overcome, outgrow and transcend from our ego-mind generated beliefs 
(this includes religiosity) before we can ever fully awaken to who we 
truly are.  

Know that you are truly a Glorious, Magnificent, Powerful, and Spiritual, 
Creator Light Being having a human experience.  
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Greeting 
 

“I am an Infinite & Divine Creator Light Being, having a human 
experience.” 

Divine blessings, everyone, I'm, (First name). I'm happy to BE here. 
 
Daily Declaration 

PLEASE DECLARE THE FOLLOWING 6 TIMES...  
Today, I choose to BE in allowance of acquiring, achieving, and 
experiencing an expanded and heightened state of profound conscious 
Spiritual awareness.  

MANTRAS 
For expansion, clarity, opening of the heart, centeredness, and 
connection with the Wholeness, and awakening to our own Divine 
presence:  
I Deeply & Profoundly Love Myself & I Allow Myself to Be.  
(Repeat for 2 minutes.) 

 
Awakening Mantra 

I Deeply & Profoundly Love, Honor, Cherish and Respect Myself as an 
Infinite and Divine Creator Light Being. (Repeat for 2 minutes.) 

 
Divine Command 

For creating greater inner peace, calm, poise, clarity of consciousness 
and wholeness with Spirit. 
Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness, Now, Done, Thank you, 
Spirit. (Repeat for 2 minutes) 

 
Miracle Mantra 

Focus on the most important intention for you, for two minutes. 
Visualize it coming into being in your mind’s eye. 
Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness in All that I Be, Do, Have, 
Perceive, Receive & Intend. (Repeat for 2 minutes.) 

 
Ease and Joy and Glory Mantra 

I Divinely command that All of Life comes to me with Ease and Joy and 
Glory. Now, done, thank you Spirit! (Repeat for 2 minutes.) 

 
Universal Mantra 

Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. (Divine Presence refers to your own Divine Presence) (Repeat 
for 2 minutes.) 
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Community Blessing 
Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, 
Divine Intelligence, Divine Presence, 

 
 
 
We are so grateful for the Divine Guidance, Inspiration, Assistance and 
Blessings we receive today in support of our Being as ONE in Wholeness 
radiating immense love and light. May this Love & Light create a ripple 
effect of profound goodness, grace, gratitude and generosity. May 
kindness, allowance, understanding and tolerance permeate every 
glance, smile, hug and handshake. May our hearts be opened and 
activated with the highest expressions. May these expressions so easily 
and naturally emanate Pure Love Light Energy and touch the hearts and 
souls of everyone here today.  
 
Everything is perfect and Divine Spirit. We are so grateful; we are so 
blessed. We are so joyful and elated to be alive, thriving, healthy, 
flourishing, prosperous, abundant, successful and living a purpose-filled 
life. We are elated at every opportunity to be of service to each other, 
Spirit and community. Yes, thank you, Spirit, for the abundance of 
opportunities we will enjoy today in service to community.  
 
Thank you, Infinite Spirit Consciousness, for every opportunity we 
realize today to make a positive difference in the world. We are so 
incredibly blessed, Spirit. We are so wonderfully, completely and 
perfectly blessed today, Spirit. We are so grateful, Spirit, for this day of 
immense joy, peace, prosperity, purposefulness and love of life we are 
experiencing right here, right now.  
 
We are so phenomenally blessed today with golden opportunities, 
bountiful laughter, continuous joy, Divine manifestations, new 
awakenings, new beginnings and new possibilities.  
 
Thank you, Spirit, for this day that is so richly enhanced with miracles, 
blessings, opportunities, and joy-filled encounters. 
 
We affirm it, we decree it, we declare it, we proclaim it, and it is so!  
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Vortex Proclamations 
 
 
Spirit, thank you for everything I experience and enjoy today and every 
day. Thank you, Spirit, for the infinite blessings that come my way 
every day.  I am so very grateful and elated for the countless blessings 
that occur for me throughout my life and experience.  
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done, Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – Now, Done, Thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 

 
Everything is perfect and Divine, Spirit. Everything is perfect and 
Divine. Yes, everything is perfect and Divine within itself.  
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done, Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 

 
I am so grateful, Spirit, for the Divine Guidance, Inspiration, Assistance 
and Blessings I receive today in support of fulfilling all of my desires, 
dreams, creations, obligations and responsibilities.  
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done, Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 
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I am so grateful, Spirit, for the Divine Guidance, Inspiration, and 
Blessings I receive daily that so perfectly empowers me to meet and 
fulfill all of my financial obligations, responsibilities, needs and desires 
with Ease and Joy and Glory. 
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done, Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 

 
I am so grateful, Spirit, for each opportunity I enjoy to be of service to 
Spirit, my communities, and humanity. Thank you, Spirit, for 
the abundance of opportunities I enjoy daily to prosper while making 
a positive difference in the world. 
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done, Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 

 
I am so incredibly blessed, Spirit. I am so wonderfully, completely and 
perfectly blessed today, Spirit. I am so grateful, Spirit, for this immense 
joy, peace, prosperity, purposefulness and love of life I am experiencing 
right here, right now. 
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done! Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 
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 I am so very blessed, Spirit, for everything, including the food that 
nourishes me, the clothes that protect me, the home that shelters me, 
my livelihood, my means of transportation, my friends, family, 
communities, and all the love and support I receive from everyone 
around me.  
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done, Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 

 
I am so grateful, Spirit, for my bountiful gifts, talents and abilities and 
that they are expanding in perfection, brilliance and enormity.  
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done! Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 

 
I am so grateful to be so phenomenally blessed with my ever-expanding 
Spiritual and intuitive gifts, talents and abilities. Thank you, Spirit for 
every opportunity I have to utilize these gifts and abilities in service to 
others and to enrich my life experience.  
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done! Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 
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Everything is perfect and Divine, Spirit. I am so grateful. I am so 
blessed. I am so joyful and elated to be alive, thriving, healthy, 
flourishing, prosperous, abundant, successful, and living a purpose-filled 
life.  
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 

 
I am so phenomenally blessed today with golden opportunities, luscious 
and sensuous pleasures, bountiful laughter, continuous joy, ever-
increasing financial blessings, Divine manifestations, and for my 
beautiful and meaningful friendships.  
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 

 
Life is good, Spirit. My life is excellent, Spirit. Thank you, Spirit, for this 
day that is so richly enhanced with miracles, blessings, opportunities, 
and joy-filled encounters.  
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done, Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I BE, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 
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I live a magical and harmonious life, Spirit. All is in Divine Order. How 
elated and grateful I am that all my life experiences come to me with 
Ease and Joy and Glory. 
 

1) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony & Wholeness. Now, Done, Thank 
you, Spirit! 

2) Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness in all that I Be, 
Do, Have, Perceive, Receive, and Intend. 

3) I Divinely command that ALL of Life comes to me with ease and 
joy and glory – now, done, thank you, Spirit! 

4) Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine Intelligence, Divine 
Presence. 
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Proclamations for Financial Blessings 

 
 

I walk in the light of Infinite Spirit, Infinite Consciousness, Divine  
Intelligence and my Divine Presence.  

 
My path is lit before me. 

 
I am whole with Divine Guidance, Inspiration,  

Assistance and Blessings. 
 

Divine Goodness abounds, for I am infinitely Blessed. 
 

Divine financial blessings now flow into my life, hands and  
use every day in miraculous ways! 

 
My Divine Blueprint of Prosperity, Abundance and True Success  

resides at the core of my Being. 
 

I am harmonious, whole and magnetic. 
 

I now draw to me an Eternal Flow of my financial bounty. 
 

I always have an abundance of money flowing  
into my life, hands and use. 

 
I affirm and decree all others in this community  

are financially Blessed in Abundance. 
 

I am exceedingly grateful that the financial abundance that is mine  
by Divine Right is now released  

and reaches me through grace in Divine Order. 
 

This I choose, intend, allow, proclaim, affirm and decree from  
the core of my Being, Heart, Mind and Soul. 

 
In absolute reverence. 

 
Thank you, Spirit. 
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WEALTH, ABUNDANCE & FINANCIAL SUCCESS 
AFFIRMATIONS 

 

The presence of source energy in my heart releases an abundance of 
good into my life. 
 
I proclaim my prosperity, abundance and success.  
 
My coffers overflow with Divine financial manifestation.  
 
I fill my mind with the idea of abundance, and abundance manifests by 
way of Source Energy.  
 
I recognize my true Source and let prosperity pour forth.  
 
With Divine guidance, my life is filled with Divine order, balance, 
harmony and Beingness.  
 
I now release all conclusions of lack and scarcity.  
 
I joyfully allow blessings of financial good into my life.  
 
Today is rich with opportunities and I open my heart to allow them now.  
 
Financial good flows freely and abundantly into my life, hands and use. 
Thank you, Spirit.  
 
Wonderful things happen to me and for me. I know it, I intend it, I 
declare it and I proclaim it.  
 
I am worthy of all that my heart desires. This is my truth and I claim it 
now. 
 
I claim abundance for myself and it comes to me with ease and joy and 
Divine grace.  
 
I declare all good comes to me in Divine synchronicity, timing, and 
union with Spirit. 
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I now surrender to Divine Order, Balance, Harmony and Wholeness. 
 
I now call forth Divine blessings to meet and fulfill my every desire. 
 
I am abundantly provided for as I commune with Spirit. 
 
I know my value as a magnificent Being and I honor my magnificence 
now. 
 
All the money I spend enriches others and comes back to me multiplied. 
 
I am in pure allowance of all Divine Blessings. 
 
I feel good, enthusiastic and optimistic about all my financial 
aggregation.  
 
My financial flow is a source of good for my life's expression.  
 
I proclaim I am now financially independent and free.  
 
I now have ever-increasing, steady, dependable, permanent, 
accumulative financial aggregation.  
 
I am filled with the knowledge of Spirit's will in all wisdom and Spiritual 
understanding.  
 
Spirit wills my prosperity.  
 
Spirit supports my every financial blessing. 
 
My financial income now increases as I proclaim my Being with Spirit.  
 
Spirit is the unfailing, unlimited Source of my supply.  
 
I trust Infinite Spirit Consciousness to provide me with a multiplicity of 
opportunities, all designed to encompass and support my growth, my 
awareness and my joyful expression of life. 
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Positive Affirmations about Money and Abundance 
 

I choose, affirm, intend and proclaim: 
 

I always have more money coming in than going out.  

I allow myself to think, dream, and receive in unlimited ways.  

As I do what I love, money and abundance flow freely to me. 

Everything I give to others is a gift to myself; as I give I receive.  

I allow abundance in all areas of my life, including my finances.  

All my money works for me to increase my abundance, joy and 
aliveness.  

I am increasingly magnetic to money, prosperity and abundance.  

I am alert to my opportunities and use them well.  

I proclaim abundant financial good into my life, hands and use, now 
and continuously.  

I am abundantly provided for as I follow my path.  

Everyone's success contributes to my success.  

I am linked to the unlimited abundance of the universe.  

I am magnetic to my higher good and it is magnetic to me.  

I proclaim clarity and harmony in all of my energy exchanges.  

I believe in a life of abundance, joy, fulfillment, purpose and financial 
opulence. 

I bring love and positive attitude to everything I do.  

I create what I want easily and effortlessly.  

I believe in unlimited prosperity.  
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I am the source of my abundance as I am whole with Source.  

I choose to live an abundant life.  

I am whole with my Divine Presence now and forevermore.  

I now write a new script for my financial abundance, prosperity and 
success.  

I am the master of my world, the creator of my reality, the inventor 
of my life's experiences and I am so grateful I get to choose. 

I trust my ever-increasing ability to create abundance.  

I trust that all good comes to me at a perfect time and in a perfect 
way.  

I now harmonize with knowing that money is good.  

I have a wealth of valuable gifts, skills and talents.  

My choices and possibilities for financial growth are expanding every 
day.  

Spirit, the true source of all supply, handles my finances and I am 
thankful.  

Divine Source supports me at all times and in every way.  

I easily release and let go of the old, allowing for the new to come in.  
 
It is Divinely right, good, perfect and correct for me to receive 
financial blessings in exchange for my services. 
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DECLARATIONS 
 

I deeply and profoundly love, honor, cherish and respect myself as an 
Infinite and Divine Creator Being. I: command forth, choose, intend 
 

• Outrageous Fun  

• Bountiful Laughter  

• Golden Opportunities  

• Delightful Surprises  

• Continuous Joy  

• Divine Manifestations  

• Remarkable Success  

• Unlimited Abundance 

• Exuberant Confidence  

• Exceptional Results  

• Brilliant Creativity  

• Energetic Enthusiasm  

• Memorable Moments  

• Expanding Possibilities  

• Fearless Freedom  

• Supreme Satisfaction  

• Loving, Dynamic, Fulfilling, Relationships  

• Spectacular Results  

• Exceptional Timing  

• Extraordinary Income  

• Extreme Self Care  

• Impressive Self Confidence  

• Vibrant Energy  

• Abundant Inspiration & Creativity  
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 POSITIVE EXPRESSIONS AND THEIR LIGHT 

FREQUENCY CALIBRATIONS 
 

I deeply and profoundly love, honor, cherish and respect myself as an Infinite 

and Divine Creator Being. (Repeat for each decree.)  

I demonstrate Divine Compassion, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit! (765-803) 

I demonstrate Divine Allowance, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (777-802)  

I demonstrate Divine Tolerance, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (791-831) 

I demonstrate Divine Caring, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (802-821)  

I express Divine Light, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (801-911)  

I express Divine Optimism, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (831-840) 

I demonstrate Divine Trust, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (894-908)  

I command Divine Order, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (888-912)  

I demonstrate Divine Faith, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (897-943)  

I call forth Divine Harmony, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (912-936)  

I demonstrate Divine Kindness, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (907-923) 

I express Divine Peacefulness, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (902-952)  

I demonstrate Divine Goodness, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (931-952) 

I express Divine Gentleness, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (942--954) 

I express Divine Joyfulness, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (926-947)  

I express Divine Thankfulness, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (946-957) 

I demonstrate Divine Generosity, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (942-959)  

I demonstrate Divine Wholeness, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (954-965)  

I express Divine Knowingness, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (961-971) 

I demonstrate Divine Understanding, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (962-978) 

I express pure Divine Being, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (942-980)  

I demonstrate Divine Love, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit!  (971-992)  

I express Divine Gratitude, Now, Done, Thank you Spirit! (933-1000)
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ENERGETIC QUESTIONS 
 

 

Energetic questions only work by living in the question. Focus on the 
question – never chase the answer. (Repeat for 2 minutes) 

 

How does it get better than this? 

 

How did I become so fortunate? 

 

What do I know that I’m pretending not to know or denying that I know 
(about) _____________? 

 

What does (that) look like and feel like and be like to_________? 

 

What are the infinite possibilities _________________? 

 

What’s right about this that’s reveling itself to me now? 

 

Example of consecutive use: 

What do I know that I’m pretending not to know or denying that I know 
(about) _having multiple sources of income_? 

What does (that) look like and feel like and be like to_ having multiple 
sources of income_? 

What are the infinite possibilities _ having multiple sources of income_? 
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POWER CODES 
 

Any code you use should be used everyday for a minimum of 2 minutes 
to have an impact. 

Financial/Personal Success 
FINANCIAL AGGREGATION CODE – 55147 (3x’s) Now, Done, Thank 
you, Spirit!) 
 
INCREASE BUSINESS VOLUME – 41981971981 (3x’s) Now, Done, 
Thank you, Spirit! 
 
ATTRACTING CLIENTS – 563761 (3x’s) Now, Done, Thank you, Spirit!) 
 
MONEY MULTIPLYER (ATM CARDS AND CASH) – 721371 (3x’s) Now, 
Done, Thank you, Spirit.) 
 
MOVE TO YOUR NEXT LEVEL OF FINANCIAL SUCCESS – 96179 

THE SELLING CODE – 91441312 (THIS CAN ALSO BE PUT ON 
PRODUCTS) 
 
PERFECT TIMING – 117152 
 
OVERCOMING STAGE FRIGHT – 322114 
 
IMPROVE FOLLOW THROUGH – 616414 
 
INITIATING PREPAREDNESS – 61241 
 
ENHANCE ORGANIZATION – 311141 
 
IMPROVE YOUR MEMORY – 133233 
 
MANIFEST LARGE ITEM MATERIAL WEALTH (be specific) – 8814563 
 
MONEY FLOWING INTO MY LIFE, HANDS, USE, AND BANK ACCOUNT – 
9111748 
 
DIVINE FINANCIAL HEALING AND INTERVENTION – 9916567 
 
WEALTH FREQUENCY CODE –  6127111 (100) 
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Health 
ACTIVATE CEREBRAL FRONTAL CORTEX – 72211 
 
ETERNAL YOUTHFULNESS CODE – 1489999 
 
TO CLEANSE AND BLESS FOOD – 995, 995, 995, (repeat with 
hands over food until you feel the energy rise up in your hands.) 
Then state your blessing. 
 
TO CLEANSE AND BLESS WATER AND BEVERAGES – 877, 877, 
877, (repeat with hands over water or beverage until you feel the 
energy rise up in your hands.) Then state your blessing.   
  
IMPROVE EYESIGHT – 1884322 
 
IMPROVE SLEEP – 514248538 
 
MAINTAIN YOUR PERFECT WEIGHT – 4812412 
 
ELIMINATE YEAST – 57781 
 
ESTABLISH DIVINW ORDER, BALANCE, HARMONY AND 
WHOLENESS IN MY PHYSICAL BEING, ORGANS AND SYSTEMS -
116123 
 
Safety 
PROTECT YOUR HOUSE – 21411 (95) 

PROTECT AGAINST ANYTHING ADVERCE TO MY WELL BEING – 
99331 (98) 

Spiritual Growth  
STAY ON YOUR HIGH FLYING DISK – 511624 

STRENGTHEN SELF-APPRECIATION AND BELIEF IN YOURSELF – 
691167 

ATTRACTING LIKE-MINDED PARTICIPANTS – 232315 

RECOGNIZING, ASSEMILATING AND INTEGRATING SPIRITUALLY 
ADVANCED CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES – 154151 (98) 
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Nathan Main  

Ninth Level Adept, Energy Transformationalist 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

“Being in the Vortex Spiritually” originated from a Spiritual Download 
from Infinite Spirit Consciousness of the Proclamations. Nathan was 
awakened by Spirit at 4 AM on August 16, 2013, and given “The Vortex 
Proclamations.”  In February 2014, Nathan began offering “Being in the 
Vortex” circles in Albuquerque, New Mexico, which eventually evolved to 
offering them online. The name “Being in the Vortex” was renamed in 
April 2017 “Being in the Vortex Spiritually”. 
 
 
Nathan is an ongoing student/teacher of Esoteric, Mystical and 
Ascended Master Teachings Since 1987, he’s been a Light Worker and 
Spiritual Healer as well as multi-modality, hands-on healer, as well as a 
mental, emotional and Spiritual Energy Transformation/Healing 
Facilitator since 2002. Over the years, Nathan has developed 
tremendous Spiritual and Intuitive gifts, talents and abilities, which 
include working with higher levels of Consciousness, Angelic and Light 
Beings, from Infinite levels of Spirit Consciousness and His own “Divine 
Presence.” 
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Nathan has a Divine purpose, which is to facilitate transformational 
healing and awakening to individuals and groups, and introduce them to 
the higher principles and concepts Spirit intends for humanity. This 
knowledge transcends the limitations of religious beliefs, and allows for 
greater Spiritual empowerment, understanding and possibility. This new 
and old sacred knowledge is based on the Spiritual Principle that we are 
Infinite & Divine Creator Light Beings and an expression of Infinite 
Spirit, Infinite Consciousness and Divine Intelligence. 
 
 
The name GOD is made up and has no energy to speak of do not hold 
up as truth in Infinite & Divine Spirit Consciousness. Jesus referred to 
(Father) in (Arabic) as to his own Divine Presence, and not as a 
supreme-being, creator or father figure. Nathan proves this 
energetically. 
 
 
Through a highly developed connection to the higher levels of Spirit 
Consciousness and his Spiritual/Intuitive training, talents and abilities, 
Nathan, (working with channeled Subtle Energy from Spirit) facilitates 
energetic clearing of the layers upon layers of unconscious limiting 
beliefs, programs, conditioning, doubts, fears, considerations and 
judgements, as well as the mental, emotional and spiritual blocks, 
inhibitors, prohibitors, disallowances and resistances. 
 
All the items listed above are what keeps us, individually as well as 
community, from living in infinite possibility, being fully self-expressed 
and demonstrative and showing up in all our natural glory and 
magnificence.  
 
As these restrictions and limiting conditions are lifted off of us we are 
able to see the larger picture, make more conscious choices, live in 
greater possibility, enjoy greater peace, joy, calm, mental clarity, 
creativity, inspiration and awaken to our higher nature.  
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Work with Nathan on a Regular Basis 
 

Nathan’s Transformational Energy Clearing Work	
 	

The clearing work I do is designed to remove the unconscious blocks 
and limiting programs that are interfering with keeping a clear and 
harmonious Vibrational Field. The energy clearing work allows you to 
have better control over your life experience and maintain a Vibrational 
Field that’s in alignment with your desires. Your thought patterns and 
your lifestyle impact your ability to stay in the Vortex Spiritually. By 
doing the Daily Practices you make a huge difference in your clarity of 
mind and Vibrational Frequency. These practices help tremendously in 
keeping you in the Vortex Energy.	
 	
I am happy to assist you in clearing solidified beliefs, assumptions and 
conclusions and in revoking solidified perceptions, commitments, vows, 
contracts, etc. You have been creating your life experiences as the 
playwright of your life script throughout eternity. When you take one 
hundred percent responsibility for everything you have ever 
experienced, it gives you the power and knowledge that you can create 
your reality as you would have it. By working with me that process can 
be speeded up considerably!	
 

Work with Nathan on a regular basis to achieve profound 
growth! 

 
Sign up for the weekly “Being in the Vortex Spiritually” Circles on 

website: http://transformationnathan.com 
 

Inquiries regarding a Personal Transformational Energy Clearing/ 
Reading with Nathan, inquire at: 
transformationnathan@gmail.com 

(505) 340-9866 
 

“I’ve been doing spiritual work for over 45 years. I value all of my teachers 
and I’ve gain much for them. Nathan’s work however is different. I find his 
clearings quick and through. He’s done a lot for both my family and me. I 
depend upon him to keep me, my home, car and family, free from unwanted 
interference. His work has made a world of difference!” ~ Kathryn A. 

 


